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The cost of living is increasing ..................

intervally gradually internally lastly

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If they offer a/an ................. price for the house, I will sell it.

irregular foolish obtainable acceptable

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Indians were the only ............ inhabitants of America.

original mysterious ugly powerful

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Being a successful parent is a ................. of hard work and good luck.

combination manufacturation division production

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

After marriage, some husbands and wives may become unhappy and ................... with each other.

stressful disappointed enjoyable famous

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Some rich people live only for ................ .They are after pleasure.

authority achievement religeon enjoyment

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In most countries, elementary education is ..................

ceremony property compulsory variety

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In some geysers, the water shoots up fountains over 100 feets high. "shoots up" means ..........

exists sinks soars drops

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following suffixes will be appropriate to change the words personal, human and able

into nouns?

-ish -ity -ous -ence

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The book was published by the author's ...................

divinity descendants wreckage occurrences

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In Nuremberg Trials, leaders of Nazi Germany were ............... of crimes against international law.

accused expanded reduced praised

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Never before has humanity reached our high level of technological power and scientific

knowledge, and we probably have a greater chance of solving the poblems of our times than any

previous generation.

According to this sentence ..............

We have not reached a high level of scientific knowledge

Technology could not have solved the problems of the previous generation

As the scientific knowledge reaches its high level, chances become greater

We are provided with greater chance of solving our problems than before

12-

1.

2.

3.

4.

The thief was unwilling to return the money that he had stolen. "unwilling" means ..............

reluctant misusing discovering forced

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

People who work in libraries spend a lot of time ................... books.

manufacturing producing creating classifying

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Perhaps the first words were exclamations such as "oh"or "ow", and these may have been cries of

pain or warning. " these" refers to .............

words first pain were

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

...................... is the scientific study of the nature of man.

Biology Anthropology Technology Geology

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following prefixes will be appropriate to make new words meaning "together"

ex- trans- inter- com-

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The magician .............. the man into a rabbit.

comprehended transformed expanded expressed

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

As we get older we look at gipsies wistfully and think how it would be to live always in the open

air and in the country, going where we please, and never having to worry about tomorrow.

From this sentence we understand that gipsies ...................

never live in the open air showed worry about tomorrow

have a pleasant life will get older soon

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Khayyam that means ................... is an epithet probably derived from his father's trade.

tentmaker photographer composer biographer

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Mother predicted that Sarah would marry a doctor. "predicted" means .......................

registered recorded preferred forecasted

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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People developed a system of small pictures that stood for the most common objects and ideas.

In this sentence "that" refers to ..................

people objects ideas pictures

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The tiny states these dots represent hold up their head among the free nations of the world.

In this sentence "their" refers to ..........

dots states heads nations

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following means doing again?

under- re- pre- over-

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He ................... most of his habits after marriage.

recognized exposed reformed retired

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

One of the prices modern man pays for civilization is ............... , that is , worry and fear.

anxiety survival power development

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Today, the energy released by volcanic eruptions ................... man's life and property.

threatens produces generates supports

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The teacher decided to give some prizes to outstandidng students."Outstanding" means

.................

expensive automatic eminent common

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In ancient societies, most women married and began raising children soon after reaching

....................

education management puberty inheritance

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Many ................. take money from their employers to meet a personal emergency, intending to

return the money.

thiefs embezzlers robbers gangesters

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.

One kind of religious music helps produce a sense of .................... among worshipers.

competition suffering explanation participation

31-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Foot discomfort is always mirrored in the face and can create a painful, ................ expression.

suffering essential flat blank

32-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We are able to ................. normally and efficiently in all our daily activities.

mention omit function create

33-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Watergate was the name of the biggest political .................. in the United States' history.

feature literal scandal weapon

34-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ................. of cigarette smoking would prevent most cases of lung cancer.

information elimination description circulation

35-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Several people have been instrumental in the field of psychology. "Instrumental" means ............

passive contributory insignificant ineffective

36-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The planet Mars goes round the sun at the .................. of 140 million miles.

sky space surface distance

37-

1. 2. 3. 4.

All people who are not .................. have the ability to speak.

handicaped modernized developed communicative

38-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We understand from this passage that technology .....................

may solve some of our problems will bring us hope

will bring us chance may destroy the whole world

39-

1. 2.

3. 4.

We live in the most highly developed civilization of all history. At the same time, we face many

problems so serious that they could destroy the world as we know it. But there is also hope. Never

before has humanity reached our high level of technological power and scientific knowledge. For this

reason, we probably have a greater chance of solving the problems of our times than any previous

generation. 

The word "generation" at the end of the passage means ..................

civilization problem technology period

40-

1. 2. 3. 4.

According to the passage, as the scientific knowledge grows, .......................

chances become greater the problems are solved

the civilization develops humanity is destroyed

41-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The pronoun "they" refers to ...................

technology problems all history civilization

42-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The passage is mainly about ......................

causes of drug addiction goals of addicts

effects of drug addiction problems of addicts

43-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Many addicts spend so much time under the influence of drugs that they neglect their health, work,,

family, and friends. They find it difficult to keep a job or to handle family responsibilities. They fail to eat

well and to maintain personal cleanliness.  As a result, many addicts suffer from malnutrition. Addicts

who inject drugs may get such diseasea as hepatitis or tetanus from unsterile needle.  For most drug

addicts, the chief goal in life is obtaining more drugs. Narcotics cannot be obtained without a physician's

prescription, but they may be bought illegally at extremely high prices. Some addicts turn to crime, such

An addict should be a .....................

 person who commits a crime  sick person who uses unsterile needles

 person who uses narcotic drugs  person who sells narcotics

44-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Some addicts commit crimes because ...................

narcotics are expensive they suffer from malnutrition

physicians do not prescribe drugs they are usually sick

45-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following has NOT been mentioned as an effect of drug addiction?

family breakdown hepatitis or tetanus

extremely high prices robbery and prostitution

46-

1. 2.

3. 4.

We understand from the passage that ...................

narcotic drugs are used by addicts only buying any narcotic drugs is illegal

narcotics are very difficult to obtain physicians may prescribe narcotic drugs

47-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The passage is about ..................

interpretation of printed words the purpose of reading

silent reading efficient reading

48-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Silent reading is a two-step process involving the recognition and interpretation of printed words. In

achieving most purposes, it is more efficient than oral reading. The need for silent reading increases as

children grow older and work independently in personal reading and study. Independence in reading

should be achieved as early as possible. A person who fails to develop the ability to read with ease and

understanding turns to other ways of gaining information, such as motion pictures, televisions, or other

people. The ability to read rapidly for meaning is an important factor in the rate of learning. It becomes

more important as demands for additional reading are ar each succeeding level of school and in adult
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We read mostly because we need to gain ..................

information success independence comfort

49-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A person's rate of learning .................

develops as s/he gains important factors may depend on his/her reading ability

increases as s/he becomes older makes him/her successful

50-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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